Ready to sharpen your facilitation skills?

If CFG® Coaches’ Training is not offered at your school this summer, which of these Open Training dates could work for you?

**Bloomington, IN, July 9-13, 2018**
Led by NSRF Director, Michele Mattoon, $850 **Nearly full!** (link)

**Philadelphia, PA, Aug. 6-10, 2018**
$1,100 for five days’ training **Nearly full!** (link)

**Bloomington’s Autumn training will be 3 days in Oct. 2018 plus 2 days scheduled by participants, likely in January/Feb 2019**
Bloomington, IN, $850 for five* days’ training

New Open Training benefits: Now each participant in Open Trainings receives a copy of the Coaches’ Handbook, AND a 12-pack of Collaborative Cue Cards

Rave reviews from participants about NSRF CFG training:

“**Best PD EVER!**”
~ A new coach in North Carolina

“This training introduced me to a supportive group of colleagues. I did not have this before this training.” ~ A new coach in Toronto

“I learned that the protocols are really useful in bringing out our ‘best selves.’ They drew me into the activities in a way that nudged me towards being fully present. I developed a greater awareness of the effect of my behavior and how it might benefit or hurt the rest of the participants.” ~ A new coach in Michigan

To enroll or learn more, click through to the NSRF website or call 812-330-2702!